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Abstract Domain ontology is used as a reliable source of knowledge in information retrieval sys-

tems such as question answering systems. Automatic ontology construction is possible by extracting

concept relations from unstructured large-scale text. In this paper, we propose a methodology to

extract concept relations from unstructured text using a syntactic and semantic probability-based

Naı̈ve Bayes classifier. We propose an algorithm to iteratively extract a list of attributes and asso-

ciations for the given seed concept from which the rough schema is conceptualized. A set of hand-

coded dependency parsing pattern rules and a binary decision tree-based rule engine were developed

for this purpose. This ontology construction process is initiated through a question answering pro-

cess. For each new query submitted, the required concept is dynamically constructed, and ontology

is updated. The proposed relation extraction method was evaluated using benchmark data sets. The

performance of the constructed ontology was evaluated using gold standard evaluation and com-

pared with similar well-performing methods. The experimental results reveal that the proposed

approach can be used to effectively construct a generic domain ontology with higher accuracy. Fur-

thermore, the ontology construction method was integrated into the question answering frame-

work, which was evaluated using the entailment method.
ª 2014 King Saud University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Question answering (QA) systems are considered more com-

plex than information retrieval (IR) systems and require exten-
sive natural language processing techniques to provide an
accurate answer to the natural language questions. Question

answering systems in general use external knowledge sources
to extract answers. Domain-specific question answering sys-
tems require pre-constructed knowledge sources, such as a
domain ontology. A major challenge in knowledge-based QA
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system development is building a huge knowledge base with
objective and correct factual knowledge in the preferred
domain. The process of collecting useful knowledge from var-

ious sources and maintaining this information in a knowledge
repository is a useful process when providing a required
answer on demand with greater accuracy and efficiency. The

domain ontology is considered a set of representational
primitives used to model a knowledge domain. Ontology
knowledge can be easily translated into first-order-logic repre-

sentations for use with the semantic web (Horrocks, 2008). An
ontology can provide extensive vocabularies of terms, each
with a well-defined meaning and relationships with other
terms; they are essential components in many knowledge-

based applications (Miller, 1995). Ontologies have had a great
impact on several fields, e.g., biology and medicine. Most
domain ontology constructions are not performed automati-

cally (Gacitua et al., 2008). Most of the work on ontology-
driven QAs tend to focus on the use of ontology for query
expansion (Mc Guinness, 2004). However, domain ontology

is considered a rich source of knowledge (Ferrnandez et al.,
2009) and is used to improve the efficiency of QAs.

Manually constructing an ontology with the help of tools is

still practiced to acquire knowledge of many domains. How-
ever, this is a difficult and time-consuming task that involves
domain experts and knowledge engineers (Navigli et al.,
2003). The potential size, complexity and dynamicity of a spe-

cific domain increase the difficulty of the manual ontology
construction process. The solution to this problem is the use
of ontology learning techniques with knowledge-rich web

resources. Many efforts have been undertaken in the last dec-
ade to automate the ontology acquisition process. However,
there are many restrictions in terms of building ontologies that

accurately express the domain knowledge and information
required for a question answering system. Many supervised
learning methods proposed for automatic ontology construc-

tion are deficient in the handling of large-scale data. Here,
the ‘‘scale’’ represents a characterization of the algorithm
(small, medium and large) with respect to its performance
and adaptability as follows. Algorithms with high complexity

are classified as small scale. The algorithms that deliver
moderate performance were considered in the medium-scale
category. The unsupervised algorithms that are scalable

incrementally adapt and that work with voluminous data are
considered to be in the large scale category.

The proposed methodology addresses the problem of how

to construct the domain ontology from an empty ontology
and keep updated for further question answering processes.
The novelty of this approach relies on the combinations of
mature NLP technologies, such as the semantic similarity-

based attribute association identification for relational ontol-
ogy conceptualization using a Naı̈ve Bayes classifier with
widely accepted large-scale web resources. In this proposed

approach, the attributes and associations of the given seed
concept are automatically extracted using a set of hand-coded
rules devised from the dependency parsing pattern of relevant

sentences. We introduced an extension to the Naı̈ve Bayes clas-
sifier to learn concept relations from the extracted associations.
Then, the predicted concept relations are used to model the

domain concepts of the resulting ontology. Furthermore, we
proposed an experimental framework for the concept-rela-
tional ontology-based question answering process.
The QA framework proposed in this paper includes two
subsystems: (1) a dynamic concept relational (CR) ontology
construction module capable of extracting new concepts from

the web and incorporating the extracted knowledge into the
CR Ontology knowledge base, and (2) an answer extraction
module that formulates the query string from the natural lan-

guage question according to the expected answer and retrieves
the information from the ontology for answer formation. An
experimental setup was established to test the performance

of our proposed relation extraction approach using a bench-
mark data-set (Voorhees, 1999). The obtained result was
compared with the performance of similar well-performing
relation extraction and ontology construction methods. The

proposed question answering approach was tested using a
benchmark data set as well as using an entailment-based
evaluation method. The QA performance improvement was

proven by comparing the results with another similar QA
system.

We established the following hypotheses to test the perfor-

mance of the proposed methods for relation extraction and
question answering:

H1. There will be an improvement in relation extraction
accuracy by using our proposed hand-coded rules formulated

from dependency-parsing sentence patterns and a binary
decision tree-based rule engine.

H2. There will be a considerable improvement in the accuracy

of the concept relation learning for automatic ontology con-
struction using our proposed expectation maximization-based
Naı̈ve Bayes classifier with syntactic and semantic probabilities.

H3. There will be a considerable performance improvement in

ontology-based open domain question answering using our
proposed question answering framework.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related
work is summarized in Section 2. The proposed concept rela-
tion extraction method using hand-coded rules formulated

from dependency-parsing sentence patterns and the binary
decision tree-based rule engine are elaborated in Section 3.
Section 4 depicts the design of an expectation maximization-
based Naı̈ve Bayes classifier using syntactic and semantic

probabilities, followed by the proposed concept relational
ontology-based question answering framework in Section 5.
The evaluation method and experimental setup are elaborated

in Section 6, after which, the results and discussion are pre-
sented in Section 7, followed by the conclusion and references.
2. Related work

2.1. Question answering systems

We investigated a number of novel techniques that perform
open-domain question answering. The investigated tech-

niques consist of document retrieval for question answering,
domain ontology-based question answering systems, web-
based semantic question answering systems, and answer

extraction via automatically acquired surface matching text
patterns for question answering.
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Automatic QA systems, such as AnswerBus (Zhang et al.,
2005) and MULDER (Kwok et al., 2001), extend their data
resource from the local database to the web resources, which

also extend the scope of the questions they can handle. In
1999, TREC set the first QA track (Voorhees, 1999). AquaLog
(Lopez et al., 2007) is an ontology-based question answering

system that processes input queries and classifies them into
23 categories. If the input question is classified into one of
these categories, the system will process it correctly. There

are a few question answering systems based on conditional
knowledge structures, which were introduced by Areanu and
Colhon (2009). In these systems, a conditional schema is used
to generate XML-based conditional knowledge structure,

which is used for question answering. Ferrnandez et al.
(2009)proposed an ontology-based question answering system
called QACID to answer natural language queries related to

the cinema domain. This system extracts answers from a pre-
constructed ontology by comparing question attributes with
ontology attributes. QACID was evaluated using entailment

queries composed for the cinema domain. The overall official
F1-accuracy reported by QACID is 93.2% with an ABI
threshold of 0.5.

2.2. Automatic ontology construction

Ontology learning is a knowledge acquisition activity that
relies on automatic methods to transform unstructured data
sources into conceptual structures. The first proposals for

ontology learning (Maedche, 2002) built all resources from
scratch, but the manner of the tackling ontology population
has evolved due to the existence of complementary resources,

such as top-level ontologies or semantic role repositories.
Some ontology learning approaches, such as TERMINAE
(Aussenac-Gilles et al., 2008), provide conceptualization
guidance from natural language text integrating functions for

linguistic analysis and conceptual modeling.
A number of methods have already been proposed for auto-

matically constructing an ontology from text. Graph-based

approaches are very popular for representing concept relations
(Hou et al., 2011). There are some approaches using mixed
methodologies, such as using relational databases and seman-

tic graphs (Ra et al., 2012). Some ontology development tools
have been proposed to extract deep semantic relation between
concepts using mapping functions and to generate rough

schema. OntoCmaps (Zouaq et al., 2011) is an ontology devel-
opment tool that extracts deep semantic relations from text in
a domain-independent manner. Mining the situation context
from text and constructing a situation ontology is an interest-

ing area in information retrieval. Jung et al. (2010) have per-
formed notable work in this area. There were a few studies
that utilized lexico-syntactic patterns and lexico-semantic

probabilities for automatically extracting concept relationships
(Hearst, 1992, 1998) from raw text.
2.3. Semantic relation extraction

The mining of concept relation semantics is a sophisticated

technique for automatic conceptualization of ontology con-
cepts and instances. Most machine-learning approaches used
to automatically construct an ontology are deficient because
of the need for annotated data. Even though this annotation
is possible by using hand-coded rules, it requires a high level
of processing time. Unsupervised methods, which can learn
from un-annotated raw text, are considered superior alterna-

tive. Yangarber and Grishman, 2001proposed a method for
relation extraction from large-scale text. They used pairs of
co-occurring entities available in target documents for extract-

ing relevant patterns of the given seed concept. However, the
unsupervised methods are lacking in providing the required
relation extraction accuracy. The importance of measuring

semantic similarity between related concepts has been well-
explored by many researchers (Said Hamani et al., 2014),
and its effectiveness has been demonstrated in many natural
language applications (Sarwar Bajwa et al., 2012).

Most methods of relation extraction start with some lin-
guistic analysis steps, such as full parsing, to extract relations
directly from the sentences. These approaches require a lexical-

ized grammar or link grammars. Information extraction tools
such as GATE (developed from earlier TIPSTER architecture)
NLP tools use a set of hand-coded rules to extract relations

from text (Cowie and Wilks, 2000). There are few open IE
(information extraction) systems proposed to extract relation
axioms from large web documents (Banko et al., 2007; Wu

and Weld, 2010; Zhu et al., 2009). The open IE systems have
been used to learn user interests (Ritter et al., 2010), acquire
common sense knowledge (Lin et al., 2010), and recognize
entailment (Schoenmackers et al., 2010; Berant et al., 2011).

Open IE systems such as TEXTRUNNER (Banko et al.,
2007), KNOWITALL (Etzioni et al., 2005), REVERB
(Etzioni et al., 2005), WOEpos, and WOEparse (Wu and

Weld, 2010), extract binary relations from text for automatic
ontology construction. The Snowball (Agichtein and
Gravano, 2000) system extracts binary relations from docu-

ment collections that contain user specified tuples, which are
used as sample patterns to extract more tuples. KNOWITALL
automatically extracts relations by using a set of domain-

independent extraction patterns to learn labeled data.
REVERB uses the syntactic and lexical constraints to identify
relation phrases and extracts pairs of arguments for each
relation phrase. Then, a logistic regression classifier is used

to assign a confidence score. Furthermore, we compared our
method with an early relation extraction method originally
proposed by Brin (1998)called DIPRE (Dual Iterative Pattern

Relation Extraction). The overall F1-accuracy reported for the
open-IE systems such as DIPRE, Snowball_VS, TextRunner,
WOEparse, and REVERB is 67.94, 89.43, 50.0, 58.3, and

60.9, respectively.
Carlson et al. (2010) proposed a coupled semi-supervised

learning method for information extraction. The goal of the
method is to extract new instances of concept categories and

relations using an initial ontology containing dozens of pre-
constructed categories and relations. The method exploits the
relationship among categories and relations through coupled

semi-supervised learning. Fifteen seed concepts were used to
extract relations from 200 million web pages. The average pre-
cision reported was 95%. Recently, Krishnamurthy and

Mitchell (2013) proposed a component called ConceptResolv-
er for the Never-Ending Language Learner (NELL) (Carlson
et al., 2010) that learns relations from noun phrase pairs.

ConceptResolver performs both word sense induction and syn-
onym resolution on the extracted relations. The experimental
evaluation was conducted using gold standard clustering data.
When ConceptResolver was used to learn real-world concept
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for use with NELL’s knowledge base, it demonstrated an over-
all accuracy of 87%.

From the investigated related works, it is evident that the

existing pattern-based relation extraction methods are deficient
in handling large-scale data. On the other hand, the proposed
supervised learning methods are deficient in providing the

required level of accuracy. Most of the relation extraction
system require pre-constructed labeled (Carlson et al., 2010)
data for learning. The relation extraction method proposed

in this paper addresses these issues.
Construction

Triple Extraction

Ontology Construction

Ontology WordNet

WordNet 
Similarity 
Measure

DPR-BDT
Rule Engine

Relation extraction 
using EM-NB classifier

Figure 1 Ontology construction using concept relations.
3. Concept relation extraction for automatic ontology

construction

The proposed method to automatically construct domain
ontology concepts extracts the domain attributes and associa-

tions from a set of relevant documents. We used the Stanford
dependency parser (Marie-Catherine de Marneffe, 2008) for
generating a parse tree for each individual sentence in relevant

documents concerning the seed concept. Then, the proposed
binary decision tree-based rule engine applied the set of
hand-coded rules to the dependency parsing pattern. The out-

come of the rule engine is a set of triples consisting of three
components: candidate key word, which represents the given
seed concept; predicate and target object, which is considered

the associated concept. The triple set is used to extract feature
data for training the proposed expectation–maximization-
based Naı̈ve Bayes classifier, which predicts whether there
exists a relation between the seed concept and associated con-

cept through the predicate. Then, the ontology concept schema
is generated for the relevant relations. In this paper, the con-
cept relation extraction process is modeled as an unsupervised

classification problem using an expectation–maximization-
based Naı̈ve Bayes classifier that makes use of lexico-syntactic
and lexico-semantic probabilities calculated using the

WordNet similarity between the seed concept and associated
concept. The overall process sequence is depicted in Fig. 1.
Table 1 Hand coded dependency parsing pattern rules.

Rule No. Rule components Example

attributes
Attribute

Lex-pattern

RHS of

parent VP

1 VBZ NP, S ‘‘is’’

2 VBZ +DT NP, S ‘‘is a’’

3 VBD NP, S ‘‘lived’’

4 VBZ + IN PP ‘‘lives in’’

5 VBD+ IN PP ‘‘lived in’’

6 VBG+ IN PP ‘‘living in’’

7 VBN+ TO PP ‘‘used to’’

8 VBN+ IN PP ‘‘used for’’

9 VB + RP NP ‘‘carry out’’

10 VBP ADJP ‘‘are’’

11 VBP NP ‘‘are’’

12 VBP ADVP ‘‘drive west’’
3.1. Hand-coded rules for concept triple extraction

The concept triple extraction from the dependency parsing
pattern is performed using hand-coded rules. The rules are

formulated by empirical analysis.

Definition 1. Attribute(s) of a concept x is/are defined as the
predicate(s) p is a subset of P {P: set of all predicates} used to

define another concept y, where x is determined by y.

Definition 2. Association(s) between concepts x and y is/are
defined as the relationship r is a subset in R {R: relation set}
between them. The concepts x and y are said to be associated

with each other if there exists a relation r between x and y such
that r is a predicate and x and y belong to the superset of x and
y.

Definition 3. When a concept x is succeeded by a verb phrase

VP that is a subset in VPList, which is further succeeded by a
{NP|S|PP|ADJP|ADVP}, then the object y in the NP is an
attribute of x.
The hand-coded rules framed using the Definitions 1–3 are

shown in Table 1. The pattern-matching engine considers the
presence of the ‘‘Attribute lexical-pattern’’ to identify the pred-
icate used along with the connectors as one of the attributes of

the concept C. The nearest VP node to target object is (right
most NP) only considered for identifying attributes except
the case ‘‘if’’ verb pattern is <TO + VB> OR < VBS>,

‘‘then’’ convert VB into VBZ and attach BY to it (VBZ + BY)
to construct the attribute (e.g., ‘‘to create’’ as ‘‘created by’’).
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The following three basic pattern components are used to
generalize the rule:

A= [NP, {PPER|NN|PRF}]
B = [VP closest to C] & [right child of
VP{S|NP|PP|ADJP|ADVP}]

C= [NP, {PPER|NN}]
Precedence: A< B < C
first NP(s) = conce

RHS
RHS

Add ‘s’ to D-

Process(next(D+))

Add ‘s’ to D-

Process(next(D+))

Add ‘
Process

yno

no

D+ != ‘empty’

Terminate

no yes

Figure 2 Recursive binary decision

Concept :  co

Sentence:  computer con

Step 1: Depende

Step 2: The pattern of the parse
Rule No. 4. 
BDT sequence:-  
Decision 1: D!=empty -> True,
Decision 2: firstNP(s)==c -> T
Decision 3: RHS(S) = VP & RH
Decision 4: RHS(VP)=NP? -> 
Result: value(VP)=”consists of

<computer>  <consist

(ROOT(S((NP(NN comp
consists)(PP((IN of)(N

processor)))

Figure 3 An example of c
The mapping C (A, B) denotes that the B is one of the attri-
butes that describes the concept A with the value C.

The general format of the rule is as follows:

{NP (concept)} * {VP (Rule: 1–12)} * {PP (Rule: 1–12)}
{NP (object)}.

The rules are very specific to the dependency parsing pat-
terns generated by Standford parser. Extracting concept triples
pt?

(S) = VP & 
 (VP)! = VP?

RHS(VP)=NP?

Extract the child nodes 
of VP and NP 

s’ to D-

(next(D+))

es

yes

no yes

tree for concept triple extraction.

mputer 

sists of a processor 

ncy Parser 

 tree is matched with DP 

  
rue 

S (VP)! = VP? -> True 
True 
”, value(NP)= “processor”  

s of> < processor > 

uter))(VP((VBZ 
P((DT a)(NN 

))))) 

oncept triple extraction.
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from the relevant sentences is a basic pattern matching process.
Thus, the rules are treated in the rule engine as If-then Normal
Form (INF) rules. A binary decision tree-based rule engine

was designed for this purpose.

3.2. Recursive BDT-based rule engine

Decision rules and decision trees are key techniques in data
mining and knowledge discovery in databases (Takagi, 2006;
Breiman et al., 1984). The proposed binary decision tree

(BDT)-based rule engine is used to extract the three compo-
nents of a relation from which the attribute and associations
are predicted. The training sample set D is a collection of text

documents that consists of the dependency parsing patterns for
the corresponding sentences of the seed concepts. We used the
subclass method proposed by Takagi (2006) to separate the
negative only samples from the training set, so that the concept

triple could be precisely extracted from the remaining positive
sample. Fig. 2 depicts the BDT rule engine designed to extract
the triple; subject, predicate and object. Each decision node

generates only a negative sample set D�= {y1, y2,. . . yp}
when the decision result is ‘false’ and otherwise generates a
subclass D+ = {x1, x2,. . . xp} consisting of the remaining

samples. For each false decision, a new BDT is constructed
recursively until the sample set D becomes empty or reaches
the goal decision. On reaching the goal decision, the subclass
sample set D+ will have only a single positive sample from
Figure 4 The EM-based Naı̈ve Bayes
which the resultant components are extracted. Then, the
ontology concept schema is generated using a classifier
designed to extract concept relations from the set of triples.

Fig. 3 shows an example of extracting a relation triple using
our proposed hand-coded rules. When the seed concept (c) is
‘‘computer’’, and the sentence in the training sample instance

is ‘‘computer consists of a processor’’, the parser generates
an equivalent parse tree of the sentence (s). The parsing pattern
is expected to match with any one of the 12 rules listed in

Table 1. This rule matching process is automatically performed
by the BDT rule engine by checking for the four decisions of
the parse pattern. A concept triple is successfully extracted
when all four decisions are TRUE. Otherwise, the sample

instance is considered as a negative sample. In our example,
the parse tree pattern structure matches with rule 4 in Table 1.
Hence, the relation ‘‘consists of’’ and a related concept ‘‘pro-

cessor’’ is successfully extracted for the given seed concept
‘‘computer.’’

4. Automatic relation classification using a Naı̈ve Bayes

classifier

Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) classifiers have been proven to be very effec-

tive for solving large-scale text categorization problems with
high accuracy. In this research, we used an expectation–
maximization-based Naı̈ve Bayes classifier for classifying the

relation between the seed concept and predicate object through
classifier for attribute identification.



Table 2 Sentence pattern features.

Feature No. Feature Weight

1 a, b and c cover all the words in source

sentence

1.32

2 Sentence starts with ‘a’ 0.58

3 ‘b’ is the immediate successor of ‘a’ 0.42

4 ‘a’ is a proper noun 0.16

5 ‘b’ is a proper noun 0.35

6 There is a verb between ‘a’ and ‘b’ �0.50
7 There is a preposition before ‘a’ �0.43
8 There is an NP after ‘c’ �0.93
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the predicate that exits in a sentence. Thus, the sentence
classification problem is converted to a concept relation
classification problem. The proposed classifier model is

depicted in Fig. 4.

4.1. Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers for concept relation classification

Several extensions to Naı̈ve Bayes classifiers have been pro-
posed (Nigam et al., 2000), including combining expectation–
maximization (EM) (Dempster et al., 1977) and Naı̈ve Bayes

classifiers for learning from both labeled and unlabelled docu-
ments in a semi-supervised algorithm. The EM algorithm is
used to maximize the likelihood with both labeled and

unlabeled data. Liu et al. (2002) proposed a heuristic
approach, Spy-EM, that can learn how to handle training
and test data with non-overlapping class labels.

We extended the basic Naı̈ve Bayes classifier model for con-

cept relation classification in which the concept relation identi-
fication problem is posed as a self-supervised learning
problem. The attribute ai of the given concept c is described

by the triple t, which consists of concept pair connected
through a predicate. The attribute (predicate) ai is a subset in
A, where A is the attribute set of the concept c, and triple ti
is a subset of T, where T is the set of triples for all of the attri-
butes. The proposed classifier is used to categorize the attribute
candidate triples into two classes: relation class c1 or non-
relation class c0. Thus, ti is either classified into c1 or c0 depend-

ing on feature probabilities. A triple instance ti will be considered
for ontology construction only when it is classified as a relation
class c1. We used the lexico-syntactic probability of triples and

lexico-semantic probability of the triples as features to compute
the classification probability P(ti|cl), where l is the label 0 or 1. In
the trained Naı̈ve Bayes classifier model, the target class c* of the

triple ti is computed as shown in Eq. (1).

c� ¼ argmax
cl

PðcljtiÞ ¼ argmax
cl

PðclÞ � PðtijclÞ
PðtiÞ

ð1Þ

where P(cl) is the target label probability; P(ti) is the prob-
ability of the training sample initialized by the classifier, and
P(ti|cl) is computed probability of assigning the class label

(1 or 0) to the triple ti. We applied the lexico-syntactic proba-
bility LSPti and lexico-semantic probability LSemPti; thus,
P(ti|cl) is rewritten as shown in Eq. (2).

PðtljciÞ ¼ PðLSPti jclÞ �
Xjtj
k¼1

PðLSemPti;kjclÞ ð2Þ

where P(LSPti|cl) and P(LSemPti,k|cl) can be learned from
the annotated triple for the target attribute class. The initial
training data D+ and D� are generated from the triples

extracted by the BDT rule engine and annotated using Word-
Net similarity measures. We empirically fixed a threshold value
for similarity score, using the class labels assigned to the initial

training set. The expectation–maximization procedure is used
with the Naı̈ve Bayes classifier to optimize the classifier in
the estimation of the probability for unlabeled new data-sets.

The parameters proposed to train in the EM procedure are
prior probability P(cl), lexico-syntactic probability P(LSPti|cl),
and lexico-semantic probability P(LSemPti,k|cl). We used the
Laplacian smoothing method to adjust the parameters of

training data. The Naı̈ve Bayes classifier is bootstrapped using
EM procedure.
4.1.1. Lexico-syntactic probability

The structural similarities of a sentence can be used as features

for extracting useful knowledge from the sentence (Kang and
Myaeng, 2005). Our sentence pattern shown in Eq. (3) is
expressed as a triple consisting of concept noun (N), an attri-

bute describing the concept, composed using the functional
verb combined with any connectives (VP|DT), and a text seg-
ment with one or more nearest nouns (NN). The missing ele-

ments in the source sentence are indicated using NULL values.

SPfðx; y; zÞ ¼ fN;AttrðVPjDTÞ;NNg ð3Þ

The following features are computed using the above sen-

tence pattern: presence of concept noun, presence of functional
verb, structural similarity between the nouns, and semantic
similarities between nouns. The presence of a concept noun

and functional verb is indicated by the value 1. Otherwise,
the value is 0. In addition, another feature, sentence weight
score, is calculated from the original source sentence s. The

three components such as concept (a), predicate (b), and target
object (c) presence in the triple extracted for each sentence are
considered as feature parameters. The sentence weight is the
sum of weights calculated from the list of weight values

assigned to various sentence features given in the Table 2. A
particular feature value is selected based on the arrangement
of triple components in the original sentence. The sentence

weight (SW) score is calculated from the following Eq. (4)
using dependency parsing pattern generated by the Stanford
parser:

SWscore ¼
XN
i¼1

wi � fi ð4Þ

where, fi is the feature, and wi is the corresponding weight.
The value of fi as 1 or 0 depends on the presence or absence of
the particular feature in the sentence. Some of the features are
mutually exclusive. The lexico-syntactic probability, LSP, is

considered as ‘1’ when the SWscore is greater than or equal to
‘1’.

The feature weight values are calculated using a confidence

scoring function that adjusts the weight based on the keyword
based information gain. We used 1000 manually annotated
sentences extracted from TREC 2008 documents. The weight

values were empirically tuned to achieve optimum precision
and recall values. For example, the lexico-syntactic probabil-
ity for the concept triple < computer, consists of, proces-

sor > extracted from the sentence ‘‘computer consists of a
processor’’ is calculated by adding the weight values of the
sentence pattern features 1, 2, 3, and 4. Hence, the calculated
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SWscore is 1.32 + 0.58 + 0.42 + 0.16 = 2.48, which is greater
than or equal to ‘1’, and hence the LSP = 1.

4.1.2. Lexico-semantic probability

The noun-phrase pairs are formed using the candidate concept
noun paired with each noun in the attribute target value in the
triple. For each noun pair, the rank calculated using the Word-

Net similarity based semantic similarity measure is shown in
Eq. (6). Overall, NPrank is the sum of all similarity scores of
all noun phrase pairs. The lexico-semantic probability is calcu-
lated as shown in Eq. (5). If a predicate exists between the

noun pairs, the lexico-semantic probability is assigned as 1,
and the rank of the noun phrase pair is greater than the mean
threshold h. Otherwise, it is 0.

PðLSemPti;kjcl ¼
1 if PðLSPtijclÞ;NPrank > h

0 otherwise

�
ð5Þ

We used weighted links, a WordNet semantic similarity-

based measure, to calculate the NPrank of two noun phrases
in the noun phrase pairs. Weighted links (Richardson et al.,
1994) are proposed for computing the similarity between two
concepts using the WordNet taxonomy of two concepts. The

weight of a link is calculated by (1) the density of the taxon-
omy at that point, (2) the depth in the hierarchy, and (3) the
strength of connotation between parent and child nodes. The

similarity between two concepts is computed by calculating
the sum of weights of the links. We calculated the following
three similarity scores, based on which the overall rank was

calculated. Wu and Palmer (1994) similarity measure considers
the position of concepts of c1 and c2 in the taxonomy relative
to the position of the most specific common concept c. Li et al.

(2003), which was intuitively and empirically derived, combine
the shortest path length between two concepts. The measure-
ment of Leacock and Chodorow (1998) is a relatedness mea-
sure between two concepts.

NPrank ¼
XN
i¼1

simw&p; simLi; simlchðNP1;NP2Þ ð6Þ

For example, the w&p, Li, and lch similarity values for
the concept noun phrases ‘‘computer’’ and ‘‘processor’’
are 3.445068277596125, 2.0794415416798357, and

0.04632716059120144, respectively. Thus, the NPrank is equal
to 5.57083698. We initialized the threshold value ‘h’ as the
mean threshold value of 2.0. As the calculated NPrank is

greater than ‘h’ and also the LSP is 1, the lexico-semantic prob-
ability LSemP is calculated as ‘1’. Thus, the training sample is
assigned to the positive label ‘1’, which indicates that the con-
cept ‘‘computer’’ has a relation with the concept ‘‘processor’’

through the relationship ‘‘consists of’’.
Com

Electronic 
device

CPU IC

‘is a’
‘has a’ ‘made of

Figure 5 A sample concept schem
After the whole training corpus is classified with an initial
classifier, highly ranked triples are selected as the initial attri-
bute class annotated set. From this, the parameters of the

Naı̈ve Bayes classifier are initialized. The second training stage
is called the Expectation step. The whole training corpus,
including the annotated part, is classified with the current clas-

sifier. The final training stage is called the Maximization step.
Based on the newly classified data, parameters are re-esti-
mated. The expectation and maximization steps are repeated

while the classifier parameters converge.

4.2. Ontology concept schema modeling

The rough schema of the ontology concept is dynamically
modeled using the set of concept relations extracted for the
given seed concept. The ontology schema is generated with a
bottom-up approach in which the attributes are identified

using instances. An attribute is considered for inclusion into
the target schema when there is an existing relationship
between the candidate concept and associated concept key-

word in the instance. A sample ontology schema constructed
using this approach is depicted in Fig. 5.

5. CR-Ontology portable question answering framework

The proposed framework is similar to Watson’s three compo-
nent architecture (Hirschman and Gaizauskas, 2001), which

describes the approach taken to build QA systems. Our pro-
posed framework consists of a (1) question analysis compo-
nent, (2) answer extraction component and (3) automatic
ontology construction component. Fig. 6 depicts our proposed

three component framework for our Concept Relational
Ontology-based Question Answering system (CRO-QAs).

The role of the question analysis component is to identify

the question type (QT) from which the expected answer target
(AT) is selected. We used an AT database consisting of 52 QTs
and corresponding ATs.

To extract an answer from the ontology for the natural lan-
guage query, we utilized Attribute-Based Inference (ABI), which
was introduced by Ferrnandez et al. (2009). The ontology attri-

bute that is available in the submitted query is identified using
ABI. An ontology attribute considered for generating an answer
to a query depends on the ABI score. The score value is obtained
by using positive weights assigned to the patterns matched

between the query attribute and ontology attribute. The final
weight obtained by this inference is defined as shown in Eq. (7).

ABIscore ¼

X
ai2Q;aj2O

Eqlðai; ajÞ

jQj ð7Þ
puter

 Chips … Software

’

‘used for’

a of the constructed ontology.
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where O is the list of ontology attributes and |Q| is a set of
query attributes. Then, Eql(ai,aj) is calculated using the Eq. (8).

Eqlðai; ajÞ ¼ f
1 if ai ¼ aj orai 2 aj

0 otherwise
g ð8Þ

For each positive inference, a similarity weight between
zero and one is assigned, and then, the final entailment coeffi-
cient is calculated using the sum of all weights divided by the

number of inferences. We empirically established a threshold
using the number of user query patterns, based on which the
entailment decision was made. The answer is constructed using
the ontology attribute with entailment coefficients higher than

the threshold. When the relevant ontology attribute to the
input query is not present in the ontology, the procedure for
automatic ontology construction for the new concept is initi-

ated. Once again, the answer construction process is restarted
after updating the existing ontology with the newly con-
structed ontology concept.

6. Experimental setup

6.1. Relation extraction for automatic ontology construction

The proposed relation extraction algorithm was implemented

using Java, and we ran the implementation to extract 1000
concepts from ten different domains. Each concept extraction
was experimented using the benchmark TREC-QA 2008 data-

set. The data set was validated using the10-fold cross valida-
tion technique. The data-set was clustered into 10 equal parti-
tions with 100 instances each. Then, the experiment was
repeated by changing the validation data set ‘k’ from 1 to

10. For each experiment, we calculated the mean accuracy
and mean error (ME). A similar experiment was conducted
for all data samples that cover the concepts belonging to ten
different domains. Finally, the confidence interval (CI) value

was calculated for each mean accuracy value by using a t-test.
The ontology concepts were constructed using the maximum
of eight attributes and twelve associations. We used the stan-

dard measure of precision, recall and F1-measure in the field
of information extraction for calculating the relation extrac-
tion accuracy.

The precision P is defined as shown in Eq. (9).

P ¼ jfRelevantg \ fFoundgj
jFoundj ð9Þ

The Recall R is defined as shown in Eq. (10).

R ¼ jfRelevantg \ fFoundgj
jRelevantj ð10Þ

where Relevant is the set of relevant relations (attributes or
associations) and Found is the set of found relations. There is a
trade-off between precision and recall, and thus, the F1 mea-
sure is computed (b = 1). The F1 measure is applied to com-

pute the harmonic mean of precision and recall as shown in
Eq. (11).

F1 ¼
2� Precision�Recall

PrecisionþRecall
ð11Þ
6.2. Question answering using CR-Ontology

Our experimental model was designed to evaluate our pro-

posed CR-Ontology based question answering system. We
used the benchmark TREC-QA 2008 data set with definition
questions and factoid questions that cover all 10 domains. In

our entailment evaluation, 10 new users were asked to formu-
late five queries for each domain stored in CR-Ontology. In
total, 500 new input queries were generated. These new queries
were used to adjust the entailment decision threshold and to

evaluate the final system performance. The accuracy was calcu-
lated using the ratio between the number of questions correctly
answered by the system and the total number of questions sub-

mitted to the system. To evaluate the effectiveness of our pro-
posed system, we compared the overall accuracy with the
accuracy obtained by the well-performing benchmark TREC

QA systems and another ontology-based QA system, QACID,
which uses entailment and an on-field evaluation framework.

7. Results and discussion

7.1. Relation extraction for automatic ontology construction

We hypothesize that the creation of well-performing depen-
dency parsing-based hand coded rules with a self-supervised
learning approach will deliver a greater accuracy when com-

pared with the existing semi-supervised and unsupervised
methods. The rule set exploits the relationship between the
candidate concept and target concepts by using the predicate

that connects both. Because of the very few and limited num-
ber of rules that are executed in predetermined sequence, the
design of the recursive BDT-based rule engines naturally

reduces the complexity of eliminating the negative samples
and allowing remaining subclass to the next iteration. For each
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successful relation extraction, it takes only three decision com-
putations and the number of iterations is directly proportional
to the number sentences in the training set. Thus, the DPR

engine is comparatively less expensive than the other compared
methods.

The 10-fold cross validation results obtained with 10 differ-

ent domains of data are presented in Table 3. The t-test was
performed on the overall accuracy obtained for each domain
data for a 95% confidence value (level of significant

a = 0.05). All of the mean accuracy values fall within the cal-
culated CI with ‘p’ value less than ‘a’.

The proposed method achieved the highest accuracy of
95.63% in the electronic domain, and the overall mean accu-

racy is 90.55%, which is 10–15% higher than the best perform-
ing relation extraction method Snowball_VS. The 10-fold cross
validation results of the electronic domain data sample are pre-

sented in Fig. 7. The standard error value is minimum for the
value of k = 7. The comparison between the relation extrac-
tion performance (F1-accuracy with b = 1) obtained by our

proposed method and Snowball_VS method for the same data
set is visualized in Fig. 8. Except for the finance and automo-
bile domains, our proposed method achieved better accuracy.

Thus, the objective of achieving better performance by using
a DPR-based self-supervised method was achieved.
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Table 3 Relation extraction performance results, 10-fold cross v

confidence interval (CI).

Data set t df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean

Nature 22.740 9 .000 86.94

Technology 28.519 9 .000 91.13

Health 49.016 9 .000 91.29

Finance 37.513 9 .000 83.96

Automobile 52.818 9 .000 92.55

Persons 49.655 9 .000 90.80

Locations 52.487 9 .000 92.59

Animals 27.366 9 .000 86.85

Electronics 103.481 9 .000 95.63

Science 67.849 9 .000 93.36
7.2. Question answering using CRO-QAs

The user queries formulated by the entailment evaluation pro-

cess were used to experiment with our proposed CR-Ontology-
based question answering system. In addition, the answers
were extracted for the definition questions in the TREC 2008
R² = 0.531
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600 78.2967 95.5953

000 83.9015 98.3585

000 87.0768 95.5032
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QA system, precision, recall and F1-measures obtained with

entailment query data set with different ABI threshold values.

Table 4 QA accuracy of proposed and compared QA systems.

Systems TREC 2007

BEST

TREC 2009

(QA@CLEF)

QACID CRO-QAs

Accuracy

(b = 1)

0.706 0.61 0.932 0.97
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data set. We used the precision, recall and F1 measure for eval-
uating our proposed CRO-QAs and to compare with the well-

performing benchmark QA systems and a similar ontology-
based QA system, QACID. The experiment was conducted
in an iterative manner by varying the entailment threshold

from 0.4 to 1 with a 0.1 scale. Fig. 9 depicts the resulting pre-
cision, recall and accuracy (b = 1) obtained for the six differ-
ent ABI threshold values. Our proposed method achieved the
maximum recall of 99% without compromising the precision

(96%) for the ABI threshold value of 0.5. The maximum recall
value was achieved for the same ABI threshold value as that of
the compared ontology-based question answering system,

QACID. However, there is a great improvement in the accu-
racy percentage achieved by our proposed method. The overall
QA accuracy obtained by our proposed method and other

well-performing QA systems is given in Table 4. It is evident
that the performance of our system is much better than the
best-performing QA systems in terms of the TREC 2008 and

TREC 2009 benchmark.

8. Conclusion

A system for automatically extracting attributes and associa-
tions from a large volume of unstructured text for automatic
domain ontology modeling was successfully developed, and
the experimental results were presented in this paper. The pro-

posed dependency parsing pattern-based iterative concept rela-
tion extraction algorithm was implemented to extract
attributes and associations using lexico-syntactic and lexico-

semantic probabilities. The empirical results were encouraging,
and it has been proven that our proposed method outperforms
similar well-performing relation extraction methods. The suit-

ability of the constructed concept relational ontology for use
with ontology portable question answering systems was exper-
imentally evaluated using our concept relational ontology-

based question answering framework. The system performance
was above average for all three question types: factoid, list,
and definition. The main objectives of this research of
automatically constructing a domain ontology using concept
relations and creating QA systems capable of precisely answer-

ing natural language questions without compromising the effi-
ciency and accuracy were achieved. It is encouraging that not
only are the techniques introduced in this paper capable of

answering questions relatively quickly, but their answer perfor-
mance is better than the available web-based and ontology-
based QA systems when independently evaluated using a

benchmark data-set. The proposed QA framework can be
extended to generate answers for more complex types of
questions by introducing additional natural language
techniques.
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